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There are a lot of users, Robloxian's who do this and it is not really good that their voice is blocked as well because it is extremely annoying when
you don't know what they are saying to you. This happens to me all the time and I think this needs to be fixed.

Rated 4 out of 5 by Anonymous from I love this game it is fun but it isent free because there are so many things to buy. They charge money but its
worth it because there a lot of things to buy. Rated 4 out of 5 by Anonymous from Its great! I think ROBLOX is the best because it gives you a

chance to do things you've always wanted to do like: create pizza,save people, and much more It gives you a fun time with your friends and family.
Im sure you will love this game.

I like roblox but it is still not better than minecraft in my opinion because minecraft have so much stuff, people can do a lot of stuff. I think Roblox
needs to get a lot of money so they can improve more stuff than they already got. I love roblox but I still think that it could be way better, so here is
some of my ideas 1. It should have better graphics 2. It should have better game servers 3. There should be more new games, but there is a thing
what I don't like about roblox is that the games are kind of the same every single time, and you end up playing them too many times 4. The games

should either really get harder or really easier

It's possible to use Roblox as a peephole into other people's accounts - this can be done by using third-party software like PeepHole to install
backdoor with root privileges for the account. Because it has such wide availability on each device, it is an easy way for hackers to compromise

multiple devices in one go. It was reported that 2-3 billion public profiles were compromised in Brazil alone in June 2018 and April 2018!

Roblox can be a great way to find new friends because it has a lot of free robux codes which you can use for free games. This site really keeps you
engaged since there are so many different things that you will want to explore in the virtual world. You will never get bored here because there are
so many different games available here for you to play. There are many free robux codes which you will need in order to play these games since

they are not actually free if you do not have them inside your account already.
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